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Decades ago I thought: Cool. A black guy who inspires the youth . . what a healthy image for
the black youth of america . .

Then I started watching more, saw his documentarys etc . . and you quickly realize he's just a
poor kid from the bronx who really really likes to be on tv and be called a scientist. He always
throws himself into the group of Isaac Newton, Einstein, Galileo and calls them "US" scientist
.."WE" scientists.. like he invented space somehow.

He literally is Steve Harvey in a labcoat.

A namedropping dude from the hood who tries to look like a real scientist and not get caught. 

In every interview/ discussion he sounds like the average pot-user who actually has no idea.
He is great at presenting his "facts" (when handed a script) with a calm and childlike wonder
but in an actual scientific discussion he would falter like a wet newspaper.

In his docu series "cosmos" I fell into the trap . . Gorgeous music and animations let you watch
the birth of the universe . . luring you in a false sense of unity with the universe and mankind.
But the hints are there. . . Obviously the whole series only has ONE aim . . getting you to "fight"
against "climate change". .

Making retarded comparisons between venus and earth . . and how similar they where until . .
evil CO2.

Not mentioning that venuses 30.000 ppm CO2 and earths historically ultra low ppm of about
400 are a big difference . . since earth had THOUSANDS of ppm of CO2 when it was a
freaking PARADISE and plants and animals could grow multiple times bigger. Calling Co2 a
greenhouse gas is a lie every scientist understands because Co2 is heavy and therefore
cannot create a greenhouse . . it stays on the ground.

Everything about the end of the series is utterly unscientific and he HAS to know that. 

You can truly observe the power of propaganda if you watch the series . . while reading
everything on the Co2 Coalitions website.
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